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* The places have been selected based on the data of the 
Association of Korea Travel Writers and the Korea Tourism 
Data Lab and among model restaurants and good restaurants 
designated by corresponding city government.

Explore  
clean nature

Incheon, a city that embraces beautiful nature

Roads of Incheon lead to the city through the sea, mountains, and fields. 
Incheon’s islands are full of wonderful nature, 

and the city is full of spaces where downtown areas and greenery are in harmony. 
You can enjoy everything in nature, from sunlight and wind to trees and flowers along the roads. 

In particular, the 168 large and small islands offer a variety of pleasures 
with blue waves and vast tidal flats. The mountains and forests throughout the city provide 

refreshing air, creating a resting area in daily life.
Let's take a slow walk to feel the natural beauty of Incheon.

EXPLORE 
INCHEON
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Incheon Tourism Platform 

It is an app that allows you to travel to Incheon 
more easily, conveniently, and smartly. You can 
enjoy distinct experiences and convenient services 
such as customized travel recommendations, 
transportation reservations, restaurant/cafe 
discount coupons, and AR/VR history experiences.

This free pass allows you to freely visit Incheon's 
major tourist attractions for 48 hours. Real-time 
mobile ticketing and reservation functions enable 
convenient entry, and you can check facilities that 
are open from the ones nearest you.

STEP 1. [Purchase]
Complete payment for the pass 

(Check contact information)

STEP 2. [Receive Mobile Pass]
The pass is sent to KakaoTalk (chat app)  

(different by purchase channel)

STEP 3. [Use]
Present your mobile pass at tourist attractions and 

places where you use the coupon

+ Full Pass :  The pass that allows you to visit Incheon's 
major tourist attractions freely for 48 hours 
and receive discounts at nearby cafes and 
restaurants

+ Single Pass :  The pass that gives free admission to 
one tourist attraction with a discount at 
nearby cafes and restaurants

Enjoy it, smart Enjoy at less cost

Ai travel  
recommendations

Recommend itinerary according 
to your preference

Mobile coupon
Discount coupon for 

restaurants/cafés in Incheon 

NFC payment
Convenient mobile  
payment service

Audio guide
Your own travel guide,  

full of stories

Transportation reservation
Reservation and payment  

for Incheon City Tour,  
Wolmi Sea Train, etc.

AR/VR Time travel
Experience the open port  

area using AR/VR 

Luggage storage service
Luggage storage at  

the nearest store

1330 Tour information
Multilingual chat service  

for tour information

Search ‘Incheon Easy’ 
in Google Play Store or 
Apple App Store

How to download  
the app

Search for 'Incheon Tour 
Pass' on portal sites such 
as Naver, Daum, and 
Google

Get a pass

1522-2089CUSTOMER CENTER  ☎ 

※ Hours: Open all year round, 9:00-18:00 (Lunch Time 12:00-13:00)
※ Kakao Talk Customer Service is available 24 hours a day.
※  Interactive and premium facilities may change depending on 

operating conditions. 
(Check operating programs and admission hours in advance)

Let's begin the smart tour of Incheon Helpful information to know before leaving for Incheon.
Services to make the Incheon tour easier and more colorful.

Incheon travel guide
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Seonjaedo 
island

Sea trail opening twice a day

Seonjaedo Island is an island located 
between Yeongheungdo and Daebudo 
Islands. It is a famous drive course because 
it can be accessed without a boat. If you 
go down the Seonjae Bridge connected to 
Daebudo Island, there is a coastal trail that 
starts at the Seonjae Fishing Village and 
goes to Mokseom Island. When you go to the 
back of the island, you can see a vast horizon 
stretching out endlessly.

Address     Seonjae-ri, Yeongheung-myeon, 
Ongjin-gun, Incheon

Address     Ijak-ri, Jawol-myeon, 

   Ongjin-gun, Incheon
Address     Soya-ri, Deokjeok-myeon, 

Ongjin-gun, Incheon

Access by Boat 

Access by Boat 

Puldeung(grassy sandbank),
Daeijakdo island

Mirage created by wind and wave

One of the best sceneries on Daeijakdo Island 
is the ‘Puldeung,’ the grassy sandbank that 
can be seen at low tide. The grassy sandbank, 
made of hard sand, appears and disappears 
like a submarine and is mysterious and 
beautiful, like a mirage. The grassy sandbank is 
about 3.6 km from east to west and about 1.2 
km from north to south. It appears in a different 
shape each time, depending on the waves 
and winds of the sea. It can be observed most 
closely from the pavilion along the coastal trail 
at Jageunpuran Beach.

Soyado island
Miracle of Moses in Korea

A 1.3 km sea trail connecting Gatseom, Gandet, 
and Mulpure Islands appears around Soyado 
Island, which is connected to the south of 
Deokjeokdo Island by a bridge. It is called 
the Miracle of Moses in the modern version 
because it splits the sea. Seashells form a 
massive pile between Gotseom Island and 
Gandetseom Island, and fantastically shaped 
rocks are scattered throughout the scenery. 
The road connecting the islands is filled up 
quickly. Check the tide before visiting.

Mysterious  
trails of islands  

in Incheon

Access by Car
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Yeongjong International City has Yeongjong Dullegil, 
where you can see the mountains, sea, and city. Of 
the three courses, Course 3 healing Badatgil (healing 
coastal trail) offers a view of the sea while walking on 
the path, as the name suggests. In particular, Seaside 
Park, which is divided into five themes, is charming. 
The park has an observatory, an artificial rock wall 
waterfall, a fountain, and a salt farm theme garden. 
You will never get bored while walking. Another 
attraction is the park's topography, which runs along 
the sea. Wolmido Island and Incheon Bridge clearly 
spread out before you, and you can sometimes see 
the blue waves and vast tidal flats.

Yeongjong dullegil 
course 3

Healing sea trail refreshing the heart

Yedanpo dullegil
A trail where the sea meets the field

Yedanpo Dullegil has a slow slope that allows you to 
walk comfortably. The trail is not too long and good 
to walk with children. The course starts by climbing 
the wooden stairs right next to Yedanpo Wharf. If 
you climb up the refreshing forest tunnel to a point, 
an open view spreads out. There is a path along the 
field, and wooden fences add to the charm of the 
landscape. A calm sea stretches out to the side. The 
trail is getting famous through word of mouth while 
being referred to as 'Jeju in Incheon.' The observatory 
is the perfect place to watch the sea turning red at 
sunset.

Incheon,  Perfect trails  by the Sea

Yedanpo Wharf Trail ObservatoryGueup Batteo Yeongjong  
History Museum 

Seaside Park Incheon Bridge 
Exhibition Center

	 Address:	Yeongjongdo	Island,	Jung-gu,	Incheon
	 Distance:	Approximately	12km					
	 Required	Time:	Approximately	3	hours

	 Address:	Yeongjongdo	Island,	Jung-gu,	Incheon
	 Distance:	Approximately	985m					
	 Required	Time:	Approximately	1	hour

Access by CarAccess by Car

Seaside Park 

Seaside Park 

Yedanpo Dullegil

Yedanpo Dullegil

Walk INCHEON Incheon, perfect for traveling by sea8 9



A deck was built along the island's coast next to Hanagae 
Beach. It is an island and sea tour trail where you can 
take a walk over the sea with blue waves waving under 
your feet. In particular, the view of the seawater crashing 
against the cliff is spectacular. Fantastically shaped rocks 
and columnar joints are spread out on the other side. In 
addition to 12 fantastically shaped stones such as Saja 
Bawi (Lion Rock), Haembeogeo Bawi (Hamburger Rock), 
and Manmulsang (Rocks of All Shapes), it is also fun to 
find and name your own rock. There is a small beach at 
the end of the wooden deck. From here, you can return 
by the deck or through the Horyonggok Mountain Forest 
Trail.

Island and sea tour trail
A trail to walk over the sea

Somuuido is a small island adjacent to Muuido Island. 
It is famous as a tourist destination for the Muui Bada 
Nurigil, built around the island. To enter the island, 
you have to take a footbridge. At the entrance to the 
island, there is a sculpture that reads, “Island where 
everyday life shines.” Like the words, Somuuido Island 
harmonizes the scenery of the sea, mountains, and 
villages. You can enjoy the clean natural ecology 
from Ttemurigil and a beautiful view from Bucheo 
Kkaemigil. The sea resembling the blue sky, spreads 
out extensively on the two beach roads. There is a 
pavilion in Ansan Hill where you can relax with the 
view of the vast sea.

Muui Bada Nurigil
A trail around small island with a view of fishing village

Hanagae Beach Coastal Deck Observatory Beach Mongyeo 
Haebyeongil 

Myeongsaui 
Haebyeongil 

Haenyeoseomgi

Majuboneungil

Ttemurigil 

Bucheo 
Kkaemigil 

Kijageun 
Sonamugil

Somuui Indogyogil 

Access on Foot

 Island and Sea Tour Trail

Bucheo Kkaemigil 

 Island and Sea Tour Trail

	 Address:	Muuido	Island,	Jung-gu,	Incheon
	 Distance:	Approximately	800m					
	 Required	Time:	Approximately	20	minutes

	 Address:	Somuuido	Island,	Jung-gu,	Incheon
	 Distance:	Approximately	2.5km					
	 Required	Time:		Approximately	1	hour	and		

30	minutes

Access by Car

View of a Village  
in Somuuido Island
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Haeannuri Hoguk Dondaegil is a good course 
selected by the Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries and 
the Korea Maritime Foundation. It is also part of the 
Ganghwa Nadeulgil Course 2. Ganghwado Island has 
been a safe haven for Korea since ancient times and 
a gateway for foreign cultures that were exchanged 
through the sea route. Hoguk Dondaegil is a course 
where you can see the history of Ganghwado Island. 
Historic relics such as Gapgot Dondae, Yongjinjin 
Garrison, Hwado Dondae, Deokjinjin Garrison, and 
Chojijin Garrison are located along the trail by the 
coast. It is a place where the stories of fierce battles 
to protect the country during the Goryeo and Joseon 
Dynasties remain.

Haeannuri hoguk dondaegil
A trail to meet history and culture along the sea

Ganghwa Nadeulgil Course 16 stretches along the west 
coast of Ganghwado Island. It is a trail to walk along the 
green fields with the West Sea in the background. In 
autumn, the areas turn golden, arousing the admiration of 
the visitors. The trail is almost flat, and the fresh wind will 
cool off the sweat in the Mangwol Plains, making it great 
for walking. On this trail, you will find the representative 
fortifications of Ganghwado Island called ‘dondae.’ 
These fortifications were checkpoints for enemy attacks 
and movements in times of foreign aggression during the 
Joseon Dynasty. This course includes Mangwol Dondae, 
Gyeryong Dondae, and Mangyang Dondae. If you go 
up to the dondae, you can see the scenery of Ganghwa 
that people wanted to protect.

Ganghwa nadeulgil course 16
A trail where golden field and blue wave dance

Deoksan 
Forest Park 

	 Address:	Ganghwa-gun,	Incheon
	 Distance:	Approximately	17km					
	 Required	Time:	Approximately	6	hours

	 Address:	Ganghwa-gun,	Incheon
	 Distance:	Approximately	13.5km
	 Required	Time:	Approximately	4	hours

Gapgot Dondae Yongjinjin Gwangseongbo Chojijin Changhu Passenger 
Terminal 

Gyeryong Dondae Yongdure 
Village 

Oepo Passenger 
Terminal

Deokjinjin Garrison

Gwangseongbo Yongdudondae

Mangwol Plains

Gyeryong Dondae

Access by CarAccess by Car

Walk INCHEON Incheon, perfect for traveling by sea12 13



Ganghwa nadeulgil course 11
A peaceful trail on embankment with sea breeze

Ganghwa nadeulgil course 19
A secluded trail with mountains, fields, and the sea

Ganghwa Nadeulgil Course 19 is a walking trail along 
the northern coast of Seongmodo Island and near 
Sangjusan Mountain. This course allows you to enjoy 
the beautiful nature of Seongmodo Island, where you 
can enjoy the sea, mountains, and fields. You can 
see Ganghwado and Gyodongdo Islands from the 
starting point of the course. On the other side of the 
broad sea, villagers plow their lands. In the fall, this 
trail becomes filled with the glitters of silvery waves 
because it is lined with silver grass. There is a pavilion 
on the embankment at the trail's end, where you can 
take a break. The forest trail of Sangjusan Mountain 
that follows is gentle, and anyone can walk easily.

	 	Address:	Seongmodo	Island,	Ganghwa-gun,	
Incheon

	 Distance:	Approximately	10km
	 	Required	Time:	Approximately	3	hours	and	30	

minutes

It is convenient to go to Seongmodo Island because it 
can be accessed by car. Ganghwa Nadeulgil Course 11 is 
one of the trails where you can explore the island along 
with the island’s sea breeze. Strolling along the trail on 
the embankment along the sea, you will feel at peace. In 
particular, at Minmeoru Beach, a well-preserved natural 
environment, it is excellent to take a break while admiring 
the beautiful scenery. Also, it is fun to look around 
the area. The old salt field forms a unique landscape 
covered with red seepweed. From Bomunsa Temple, the 
destination, you can look over the entire Seongmodo 
Island and the West Sea by following the gaze of the 
Buddha statue carved on the rock.

Eoryujeong 
Fishing Site 

Bomun 
Wharf 

Eoryujeong 
Port 

Minmeoru 
Beach 

Bomunsa 
Temple

Narutburi Port 
Market 

	 	Address:	Seongmodo,	Ganghwa-gun,	
Incheon

	 Distance:	Approximately	16km
	 Required	Time:	Approximately	5	hours

Dongchon Seongmo Pier Bus Terminal

Minmeoru Beach 

Seepweed Colony

Sangjusan Coastal Trail

Causeway in front of Seomdol Moru

Access by CarAccess by Car
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Gyodongdo Island retains its traces of the past. With 
the opening of the Gyodong Bridge, transportation has 
become more convenient. Still, since it is within the Civilian 
Control Line, you must obtain a pass at a checkpoint before 
crossing the bridge. When you enter Gyodongdo Island, 
barbed wire is lined up high above along the trail. Through 
the barbed wire fence, you can have a clear view of North 
Korea across the ripples of the sea. If you climb to the top of 
Hwagaesan Mountain on a clear day, it offers a clear picture 
of North Korea. Another attraction of the course is located 
in Daeryong Market. This market was established by 
refugees during the Korean War and brings back nostalgic 
memories such as old signboards, murals, and sculptures.

Ganghwa nadeulgil course 9
A trail around the island where time seems to have stopped

Sometimes simply walking around the island, and 
appreciating nature, can be comforting. Ganghwa 
Nadeulgil Course 10, another way to explore Gyodongdo 
Island, is full of colorful nature. Meoreume is the name 
of a natural village in Dongsan-ri. Initially, it was called 
Dusan-dong, the largest village, but it was misinterpreted 
when the name was changed to the native Korean word, 
“Meorimoe,” and became “Meoreume.” The way to 
Meoreume is full of friendly images of the countryside, 
such as the quiet port of Juksanpo Port, the vast 
Gyodong Plain, and the green trails of Sujeongsan 
Mountain. In particular, Nanjeong Reservoir, reminiscent 
of a vast lake, and the sunflower field are famous.

Ganghwa nadeulgil course 10
A trail to meoreume, a village near the sea

Requires ID Requires ID 

	 	Address:	Gyodongdo	Island,	Ganghwa-
gun,	Incheon

	 Distance:	Approximately	16km
	 	Required	Time:	Approximately	6	hours

	 	Address:	Gyodongdo	Island,	Ganghwa-gun,	
Incheon

	 Distance:	Approximately	17.2km
	 	Required	Time:	Approximately	6	hours	and	

30	minutes

Daeryong 
Market 

Gyodong Eupseong 
Fortress 

Dongjinpo 
Port 

Gyodong Hyanggyo 
(Confucian School) 

Hwagaesa 
Temple 

Hwagaesan 
Peak 

Wolseonpo 
Wharf

Wolseonpo 
Wharf 

Aegibong 
Peak 

Juksanpo 
Port Yanggap-ri 

Meoreume Nonghyup Rice 
Processing Plant 

Nanjeong 
Reservoir 

Sujeongsan 
Mountain 

Geumjeonggul 
Cave 

Daeryong-riDaeryong-ri 

Wolseonpo Coastal Trail

Sunflower Garden  
beside Nanjeong Reservoir

Juksanpo Port

Daeryong Market 

Access by CarAccess by Car

Walk INCHEON Incheon, perfect for traveling by sea16 17



Yeongheungdo and Seon jaedo Is l ands  have 
Yeongheung-ingnyeonggungil, which is an easy-to-walk 
trail. It is said that Prince ingnyeonggungil, a royal family 
of Goryeo, fled here based on the prenotion that the 
country would collapse. Among the 17 courses, Simnipo 
Haeangil (coastal trail) is a walking trail along Simnipo 
Beach. A wooden deck is built along the cliff next to the 
beach. On the deck road, a unique landscape unfolds in 
harmony with the sea, fantastically shaped rocks, and 
seashore rocks. Songdo International City and Incheon 
Bridge can be seen across the sea. If you climb up the 
stairs at the end of the deck, you will find an observatory 
where you can see the whole view of Simnipo Beach.

Yeongheung ingnyeonggungil 
simnipo haeangil

A trail to appreciate the coastal scenery of simnipo

The Janggyeong-ri Solgil is a trail that takes you 
around Janggyeong-ri Beach, the largest beach 
on Yeongheungdo Island. Janggyeong-ri Beach is 
characterized by a fine sandy beach and a mixture of 
pebbles, making it an excellent place for sunbath. You 
can relax in the picnic zone while listening to the sound 
of the waves. When the tidal flat is exposed, they run 
a program to catch clams and octopuses. In particular, 
there is a pine forest over 100 years old, where you can 
enjoy the incredible scenery of the sea while walking 
between trees. It is famous for its beautiful sunset from 
this old pine tree forest.

Yeongheung ingnyeonggungil 
janggyeong-ri solgil

A fine pine trail along the beach

Janggyeong-ri Beach Nongeo BawiSimnipo Beach Simnipo Deck Jinyeo-ri

	 	Address:	Yeongheungdo	Island,	Ongjin-gun,	
Incheon

	 Distance:	1.44km
	 	Required	Time:	Approximately	30	minutes

Simnipo Beach 

Janggyeong-ri Beach 

Simnipo Deck 

Access by CarAccess by Car

	 	Address:	Yeongheungdo	Island,	Ongjin-gun,	
Incheon

	 Distance:	Approximately	1.25km
	 Required	Time:	Approximately	20	minutes

Janggyeong-ri Beach Photo Zone

Walk INCHEON Incheon, perfect for traveling by sea18 19



Incheon jongjugil 
course 10

Trail in green park within concrete jungle

Incheon Jongjugil Course 10 tours the parks of Songdo 
International City. The scenery of various shapes and 
colors of high-rise buildings will spread above you. At 
the same time, you can take a walk in parks with multiple 
themes, such as Sinsong Park, Sunrise Park, and Songdo 
Central Park. There is a unique space at Solchan Park, 
the destination. It is the Incheon Bridge production 
site. When the Incheon Bridge was built, the space 
temporarily created for bridge construction was turned 
into a park. The park stretches along the coast.
Many people come to take a leisurely walk along the sea. 
Significantly, the sunset seen from here is fantastic.

Incheon dullegil course 6
Salt field at the end of the stream

It is a trail along the Jangsucheon Stream that runs from 
the artificial lake of Incheon Grand Park to Soraepo-gu. 
You can hear clear water running as sunlight rushes in 
through the shade. The water quality was deteriorated 
due to the inflow of domestic sewage. It has been 
recovered with the efforts of Incheon citizens. When 
you walk here, the salty smell will waft through the 
air. It means that it is close to Sorae Marsh Ecological 
Park. This site was created to restore the tidal flats, 
valleys, and abandoned salt fields as habitats for living 
organisms and migratory birds. Viewing the reed fields 
and windmills, you can observe various marine plants 
in the wetland and relax.

Access by Car Access by Car

Incheon, perfect 
for traveling In the forest 

Incheon National 
University

Sunrise Park 

Songdo Convensia 

Central Park 

Solchan ParkCoastal Road 
(Entrance to Moonlight Park) 

	 	Address:	Yeonsu-gu,	Incheon
	 Distance:	Approximately	5.3km
	 	Required	Time:	Approximately	2	hours	

and	10	minutes

Mansu Sewage 
Treatment Center

Sorae Marsh 
Ecological Park

Jangsucheon 
Streamside 

Dambang Village 

Namdong 
Stadium 

Sorae Port Incheon Grand 
Park Lake Park 

Solchan Park

	 Address:	Namdong-gu,	Incheon
	 Distance:	Approximately	9.8km
	 	Required	time:	Approximately	2	hours	and	

30	minutes

Sorae Marsh Ecological Park

Sorae Marsh Ecological Park

Sunset at Solchan Park 

Walk INCHEON Incheon, perfect for traveling in the forest20 21



Wolmisan dullegil
A walk through the representative green spaces of wolmido

It is a walking trail to go around the hillside of Wolmisan 
Mountain. It is excellent for enjoying the scenery of 
Wolmisan Mountain, which changes variously in each 
season. Some parts of the trail are turned into galleries in 
the forest. About 200 photographs introducing the nature of 
Incheon are exhibited. The theme of the pictures changes 
every quarter. In addition, the well-paved road is lined 
with decomposed granite soil, 2-3m in width, so you can 
enjoy nature even better. Wolmi Park is developed around 
a mountain to offer many things to enjoy. In particular, the 
‘Korean Traditional Garden,’ which reproduces the typical 
garden style of the Joseon Dynasty, offers pleasure through 
beautiful scenery and interactive events.

Horyonggoksan forest park
A path with a spectacular view of trees and fantastically shaped rocks

Horyongoksan Mountain is the tallest mountain on 
Muuido Island. The whole mountain is a forest park, and 
there are various trails. Many people take the course that 
leads to the top. It is built along a slow forest path at the 
foot of the mountain. Fantastically shaped rocks such as 
Gorae Bawi (Whale Rock), Madang Bawi (Large and Flat 
Rock), and Bucheo Bawi (Buddha Rock) formed a superb 
view. Pines and oaks established a dense forest. The 
green woods and unknown wildflowers are the charms 
of this road. Just continue to walk, and you will reach the 
top in no time. The sky and the sea join at a distance, 
and you can enjoy the panoramic view of Muuido Island, 
Somuuido Island, and surrounding islands.

Meeting Plaza Wildflower Complex Dondae Three-way Intersection Meeting Plaza

	 Address	:	Incheon	Jung-gu
	 Distance:	Approximately	2.3km
	 Required	Time:	Approximately	40	minutes

	 	Address	:	Incheon	Jung-gu
	 Distance:	Approximately	2.3km
	 	Required	time:	Approximately	40	minutes

Hwansanguigil 
(Fantasy Road) 

Horang Bawi 
(Tiger Rock) 

Top of Horyonggok 
Mountain 

Bucheo Bawi 
(Buddha Rock) 

Hanagae 
Beach

Entrance to 
Hiking Trail 

Wolmisan Dullegil

Horyonggok Mountain Observatory

Horyonggok Mountain Hiking Trail

Korean Traditional Garden

Access by Car Access by Car
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Subongsan mujangae nanumgil
A safe and comfortable trail for everyone

Seoro ieumgil course 11
A trail connecting nearby parks close to each other

Seoro Ieumgil Course 11 is a trail for a leisurely walk 
through the parks in Cheongna. Yeonhui Nature 
Garden, the starting point, is an ecological space 
that emphasizes the habitat of living organisms. 
There are artificial wetlands where aquatic plants, 
fish, and amphibians live and ecological forests 
that have been restored from the area damaged by 
cultivation. Also, Cheongna Lake Park, included in the 
course, is a waterfront park representing Cheongna 
International City. There are four themed areas, with 
well-maintained walking trails and bike paths. At night, 
a musical fountain is operated during fixed hours, 
creating a romantic scene. The destination, Noeul 
Park, has a picnic area.

The Mujangae Nanumgil is a trail developed for the 
handicapped, infants, and the elderly to walk at ease. There 
are no steps or bumps, and the trail is almost flat that even 
people in wheelchairs or people carrying a stroller can 
walk to the top of the mountain. Mujangae Nanumgil was 
developed on Subongsan Mountain, the representative 
mountain of Michuhol-gu. Along the way, there are 
evergreen coniferous Himalayan cedar trees that are more 
than 50 years old, allowing you to enjoy forest bathing all 
year round. There are rabbit and squirrel sculptures along 
the trail, which are fun to find. When you reach the top, the 
view of downtown Incheon unfolds. You can feel a different 
vibe at night at ‘Subongbyeolmaru’ that shines mysteriously.

	 Address:	Seo-gu,	Incheon
	 Distance:	Approximately	12km
	 Required	Time:	Approximately	3	hours

	 Address:	Michuhol-gu,	Incheon
	 Distance:	1.08km
	 	Required	Time:	Approximately	40	

minutes

Yeonhui Nature Garden Neulpureun Park Cheongna Lake Park Noeul Park Entrance to Subong Park Mujangae Nanumgil Top of Subongsan Mountain

Yeonhui Nature Garden

Subongsan Mujangae Nanumgil

Subongsan Mujangae Nanumgil

Whole View of Cheongna Lake Park

Access by Car Access by Car
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Manisan chiyuui supgil
A trail to heal with refreshing wind

The Chiyuui Supgil (healing forest trail), located at the 
beginning of Manisan Mountain, is a slow trail where 
everyone, from children to the elderly, can walk easily. 
Straight pines and cedars emit phytoncide. It is excellent 
to take a walk in the refreshing forest and enjoy the 
atmosphere of the seasons. You can also enjoy the story 
of Dangun (mythical progenitor of Korean people) related 
to Manisan Mountain. Dangun Playground, Cheonbuin 
Square, Chamseongdan Altar, and the Korean Spirit ‘Eol’ 
Experience Center are in the middle of the course. The 
center introduces the myth of Dangun and the meaning of 
his humanitarian ideal, ' Hongik Ingan.’ In addition, there is a 
forest experience program that allows you to communicate 
with nature through Manisan gymnastics and meditation.

Seongmodo arboretum
A trail full of nature’s beauty

Seongmodo Arboretum was built along the valley 
around Seongmo-ri. The natural scenery, such as 
dense forests and various native plants, is preserved. 
It consists of 12 theme gardens, including Iris Garden, 
Flower Garden, and Rock and Pine Garden. There 
are also unusual trees that grow wild on Ganghwado 
Island. Among them, the Amur cork tree growing in the 
crevices of the rocks and the birch tree growing in the 
mountain valleys draw attention. It operates a forest 
experience program in which forest commentators 
explain the ecology of various plants and trees. There 
is a natural recreation forest nearby where you can 
spend the night in the beautiful nature.

	 	Address:	Seongmodo	Island,	Ganghwa-gun,	
Incheon

	 9:00-18:00	(Must	enter	until	17:00)
	 Approximately	1	hour

Ecology Experience Center 

Exhibition Greenhouse Stone Pagoda Garden 

Grass Garden 

Rock Garden 

Forest TrailTicket Office Torch Experience 
Facility 

Pine Forest 
Trail

Cheonbuin 
Square 

Sindansu 
Rest Area 

Chamseongdan 
Altar 

Korean Spirit ‘Eol’ 
Experience Center

Dangun 
Playground 

	 Address:	Ganghwa-gun,	Incheon
	 Distance:	Approximately	1km
	 	Required	Time:	Approximately	30	

minutes	

Sindansu Rest Area 

Cheonbuin Square 

View of Arboretum

Ecology Experience Center 

Access by Car Access by Car
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Other suggestions

Area Trail Name Course Name Website

Jung-gu

Yeongjong Dullegil
Course 1 Geongang Baengnyeongil blog.naver.com/ifezsns/222739820441

Course 2 Chiyu Haneulgil blog.naver.com/ifezsns/222328624436

Incheon Dullegil
Course 12

www.incheon.go.kr/culture/CU050201/2044748
Course 13

Dong-gu Incheon Dullegil
Course 11 

www.incheon.go.kr/culture/CU050201/2044748
Course 14 

Seo-gu

Seoro Ieumgil

Course 1 Hobongsan

www.seo.incheon.kr/open_content/eumroad

Course 2 Wonjeoksan

Course 3 Cheonmasan

Course 4 Gyeyangsan [Geomam]

Course 5 Kkommesan

Course 6 Dream Park Golmaksan

Course 7 Halmesan

Course 8 Gahyeonsan

Course 9 Seunghaksan

Course 10 Seeodo

Incheon Dullegil Course 2 www.incheon.go.kr/culture/CU050201/2044748

Incheon Jongjugil Course 2 www.Incheon.go.kr/cuture/CU050201/2044748

Gyeyang-
gu

Gyeyangsan 
Dullegil - www.gyeyang.go.kr/open_content/tour/mount/

trail/dule.jsp

Incheon Dullegil Course 1 www.incheon.go.kr/culture/CU050201/2044748

Incheon Jongjugil Course 1 www.Incheon.go.kr/cuture/CU050201/2044748

Bupyeong-
gu

Jangsusan Mujangae Nanumgil blog.naver.com/withbupyeong/222323606008

Incheon Dullegil 

Course 3 

www.Incheon.go.kr/cuture/CU050201/2044748Course 4 

Course 5 

Incheon Jongjugil
Course 3

www.Incheon.go.kr/culture/CU050201/2044748
Course 4 

Namdong-
gu

Incheon Grand 
Park Arboretum www.Incheon.go.kr/park/park010202

Area Trail Name Course Name Website

Namdong-
gu

Mansusan Mujangae Nanumgil blog.naver.com/namdongdstrct/222614637609

Jangasan Mujangae Nanumgil blog.naver.com/namdongdistrict/222537935949

Neulsolgil Park Cypress Forest blog.naver.com/namdongdistrict/222687747402

Incheon Dullegil Course 7 www.Incheon.go.kr/culture/CU050201/2044748

Incheon Jongjugil
Course 6

www.Incheon.go.kr/culture/CU050201/2044748
Course 7

Yeonsu-gu

Yeonsu Dullegil

Seunggicheon

www.yeonsu.go.kr/tour/tourism/perimeter/info.aspCheongnyangsan Bongjaesan

Munhaksan

Incheon Dullegil

Course 8 

www.Incheon.go.kr/culture/CU050201/2044748Course 9 

Course 10

Incheon Jongjugil
Course 8

www.Incheon.go.kr/culture/CU050201/2044748
Course 9

Michuhol-
gu Subongsan Masilgil

Zone 1 (Sungui 4-dong)

www.michuhol.go.kr/culture/content.do?sq=1198Zone 2 (Yonghyeon 1, 4 dong)

Zone 3 [Dohwa 1-dong, Juan 
2-dong)

Ganghwa-
gun

Ganghwa 
Nadeulgil

Course 1 Simdo Yeoksa Munhwagil

www.ganghwa.go.kr/open_content/tour/around/
nadeul/c1.jsp

Course 3 Goryeo Wangneung 
Ganeungil

Course 4 Haega Jineun Maeulgil

Course 5 Gobi Gogaegil

Course 6 Hwanam Saengga 
Ganeungil

Course 7 Nakjo Boreo Ganeungil

Course 8 Cheolsae Boreo Ganeungil

Course 12 Jumundogil

Course 13 Bureumdogil

Course 14 Ganghwa Doryung 
Cheotsaranggil
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The Korea Tourism Organization has selected non-face-to-face, safe tourist 
destinations that are less crowded for you to travel safely. The attractions chosen for 

each season also include the tourist attractions in Incheon. 
Here are four clean and safe tourist spots in Incheon where you can rest as you are in 

nature and safely.

Safe places

Spring   Muuido island
An island with beautiful scenery
A walking trip over the sea or in the green forest
# MarineTourismTrail # HoryongoksanMountain_
GuksabongPeak_MountainClimbing

Fall   Somuuido island
Small but affluent island A trip to enjoy the 
mountains, sea, and even the view of fishing villages
# Island_in_island # 8ScenicSpotsOfNuriTrails

Summer   Gureopdo island
An island showing the wonders of nature
A tour to enjoy meadows and beaches leisurely
# GalapagosInKorea # Backpacking_attractions

Winter   Donggeomdo island
An island in the sea dyed red
Travel to freely enjoy my own time
# Sunrise_Sunset_All #Ganghwa_SecondGeneration_
Gaetgol

Walk Incheon30

Rest in safe island
Area Trail Name Course Name Website

Ganghwa-
gun 

Ganghwa 
Nadeulgil

Course 15 Goryeo 
Gungseonggwakgil

www.ganghwa.go.kr/open_rantent/tour/araund/
nadeul/c1.jsp

Course 17 Goindol Tambanggil

Course 18 Wanggol Gongyemaeul 
Ganeungil

Course 20 Gaetbeol Boreo Ganeungil

Incheon Dullegil Course 15 www.Incheon.go.kr/cuture/CU050201/2044748

Yongjin-
gun

Haean Nuri Trail
Incheon Samhyeongjegil

www.ilovesea.or.kr/culture/culturenuri/list.do
Ogunpo Jangchon Haeangil

Huin Naraegil

Course 1 Yonggipo Majigil

www.ongjin.go.kr/open_content/tour/thema/
baekryeong.jsp

Course 2 Jeombagi Mulbeomgil

Course 3 Simcheong Maeulgil

Course 4 Eunbit Sagotgil

Course 5 Osaek Kongdolgil

Course 6 Yongteurim Bawigil

Course 7 Junghwa Pogugil

Course 8 Baengnyeong Suhogil

Course 9 Dumu Bigyeonggil

Ungjin Supgil

Modo Haesong Chiyusupgil

www.ongjin.go.kr/open_content/tour/thema/
forest_10road .jsp 

Jangbongdo Gamakmeori Haeangil

Baengnyeongdo Dalmaji Supgil

Daecheongdo Samseogil

Deokjeokdo Bijobong Sonamu Supgil

Gureopdo Nanggameori 
Neungseongil

Jawoldo Guksabong Saengtae 
Tambangno

Daeijakdo Buasan Supgil

Seungbongdo Bada Dullegil

Yeongheungdo Guksabong 
Tambanggil

Incheon Dullegil Course 16 www.Incheon.go.kr/cuture/CU050201/2044748

* The list has been selected from trails and trekking courses developed by Incheon 
Metropolitan Government, counties, and boroughs.
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